
QUARTER 1 

Cover 1, last second LB swap. Bills gain 8 

Cover 1, try delayed blitz, Bills gain 13 

Cover 2, some pre-snap movement. Zone gets beat for 9 

Real soft zones, forget about DiMarco split wide, easy 4 for Bills 

Pretty good zones, Cover 1. Bease breaks ankles for 10 

Cover 2. Four man rush finds pressure, incomplete 

Cover 2 (started in 1 look). Rushed four but Dawkins beat for pressure/fumble (J. Jenkins) 

 

Cover 2, soft-ish zone. Good pocket and Bease open for easy chunk. Popped up and Mosely right place 

for int 

 

Cover 1, soft on DiMarco who catches quick ball for 5 

Stacked box, but only rush four. Pressure on left, Allen scrambles for 3 

Similar defense to above, some possible pre-snap confusion. Allen hits Brown for 10 

3 man rush. A little more man coverage. Rush gets pressure but Allen finds Bease for 6 

Cover 1, looks more man. Jones has half step for TD, overthrow by Allen 

Cover 2 shifts to more of a 1. Three man rush but focused on interior. Allen flushed and scrambles for 

first (4 yards) 

Cover 2, 4 man rush, zone. Allen has tight window to Bease, too far outside 

Cover 1. Forget DiMarco AGAIN. Easy chunk of 5 to sideline. 

Three man rush. Extra coverage shuffles at snap and Allen doesn’t like his options. Looks like roll right is 

plan but stunt in rush cuts him off. Panics but gets 4 on left GIF 

Bills and Jets both clustered around line. Jets send five, including two LBs. Narrow miss up middle. Allen 

scrambles to vacated middle for 8 (close to first).  

15 yard flag on Feliciano after play ruins FG try (punt).  

 

Cover 1, deep drop by Allen. Blitz creates scramble drill. Allen doesn’t see safety. Intercepted. Saved by 

DH penalty but otherwise excellent play by Jets GIF 

Frank Gore rushes for 1, cover 1 with stacked box.  



QUARTER 2 

Cover 1 with big cushions in zone. Allen tries quick strike to Knox but Jets see it coming. Gain of 1 

Jets playing pass on 3rd and 8. Bills call up quick strike to Singletary and good blocking scheme. Bad 

connection between Allen/Singletary (RB trying to run before catching ball?). Incomplete 

 

Backed up. Jets cover 1, not completely committed to run. Bills block very well, Gore gains 9 up middle.  

Bills bunch up telegraphing Gore run. Jets stack box like crazy. Gore barely gets 1 yard needed 

Rush five. Both edges get some pressure. Allen finds Bease for 8 but gets blasted 

Rush four cover 1. Allen finds Bease for 8 again 

Morse penalty negates play, but Ford allows quick pressure. Allen finds Singletary but throw is behind. 

Pressure worked 

Rush four. Stunt on right side leads to some pressure. Allen navigates around and finds Sweeney for 29. 

Some breakdown in zone made this easier but good throw 

Rush four with a delayed fifth (very slight delay). Fifth tips ball on what would have otherwise been easy 

pitch to Bease.  

Cover 2. Rush four but stunt up middle creates pressure. Allen steps into vacated middle for 8. GIF 

Bills bunch up and telegraph run. Looks like to Gore but Allen keeps it. Regardless, Jets have stacked the 

box like crazy and Allen gains only 1 of 2 needed 

Same as last play except snap is botched, Bills turn it over 

 

Some shifting pre-snap. Allen dumps to Singletary immediately for 4 

Jets start with small cushions, some drop back right before snap. Another quick rhythm fast pass to 

Jones. Loss of 2. Excellent read by T. Johnson 

Real deep single safety, 3 man defensive front with lots of movement pre-snap. Rush 4 but lots of 

trickery involved. Allen hit but delivers ball to Brown while crossing for 28 

Similar to above. Line confused and allows pressure up middle. Incomplete to Brown. GIF 

Ball tipped to interception. Rush five. QB hit 

 

QUARTER 3 

Safety play (first “drive”). Bills could not have telegraphed that play worse if they tried.  

Start using actual run game. Singletary had four targets, zero carries in first half. Gore had a few runs up 

the middle (only one good one). Couple QB sneaks.  



Gore loss of 2, line really stacked heavy toward rushing side. Not a formation the Bills really use so again 

telegraphed the play.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


